
Art project 
 

Take One Picture  
 

Week beginning: 11th May 2020  



‘Battle of San Romano’ 



Take one picture  

Hi Year 5, 
  
We hope you enjoyed your weekend.   
 
For this week’s project art activities, Mrs.Sawyer 
would like you to look at the following:  
 



A Victorious Mural  
 

• This painting helps tells a story rather than depict reality. If this 
battle was really happening it would certainly not look like this! The 
horses would probably be wounded and covered in mud and there 
would probably be soldiers lying dead on the ground. This painting 
is a grand piece of decoration for a wealthy Florentine family who 
were keen to commemorate the victory of Florence against Sienna 
(without the gory bits!).  
 

• Like the painting, could it be said that we are in a battle right now? 
Against Covid -19? If Coronavirus is the enemy who are the other 
protagonists (participants in this event)? The NHS? Key workers? 
Your family? Express your vision in any medium, drawing, painting 
etc. Consider making your work on large scale, murals usually cover 
whole walls!  



Activities and links to try! 
• If you want to work 3D how about clay or plasticine to express your 

ideas? You may like to have a go at creating a simple stop frame 
animation (this one is aimed at younger kids but can be adapted to 
suit any level): 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511FSBZ-gbU    
 

• Another guide to using the Stop Motion video app (this one is a bit 
more advanced) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_M468S86HI   
 

• The commander in the painter has been described as a celebrity. 
Who are your favourite celebrities? Or heroes? This video shows 
you how to use the grid technique to draw an image with accuracy 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=088v4hXE4xs  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511FSBZ-gbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_M468S86HI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=088v4hXE4xs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=088v4hXE4xs


Stay in contact 

Remember if you want share or have any 
questions for Mrs. Sawyer you can contact her 
on the following email address: 
rsawyer@rhodes.haringey.sch.uk    
 
She would love to hear from you guys, so keep 
up your brilliant art and posting of it to Seesaw!  
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